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How development projects can sustain in Pakistan

Public servants are basically highly qualified and intelligent citizens of this country. But, unfortunately, due to the faulty structure of our public sector service system, they never give suggestions for the betterment of the ordinary man, although they are public servants and are being paid by public funds collected from the masses through direct or indirect taxes.

Good news, bad news

The state of the economy in Pakistan is yet again under discussion, and many are engaged in heated debates regarding different aspects of the economy. However, most of this discussion is producing more smoke than fire. To extract some facts from behind that smokescreen, let us try to recap five good and five bad pieces of news about Pakistan’s economy and economic management by the PTI during the last five months.

Electronic media

Views and News | PTV World | Dr Abid Qaiyum Suleri on Economy

7 Se 8 | SAMAA TV| Dr Abid Qaiyum Suleri on Economic Situation in Pakistan

How agriculture and industries can contribute to economic growth?
**On 24 News HD-Economy**

کیا احتمال اکونومی پر اثر انداز بودا ہے؟

**Capital Live: SDPI on Economy**

Dr Abid Suleri on economy of Pakistan.

**Our Sustainable Development Television (SDTV)**

Please watch & subscribe;

**Our show with Advisor to Prime Minister on Climate Change Malik Amin Aslam**

Advisor to Prime Minister on Climate Change Malik Amin Aslam shared details of 10 Billion Tree Tsunami, gender mainstreaming and national forest policy.

**SDPI joins hands with scientists, researchers and media for a visit to China**

Cooperation between China and Pakistan need to be enhanced on research, innovation and technology.

**We were panelists at**

---

**Dr Vaqar Ahmed**

Dr. Vaqar Ahmed wrote ‘Pakistan’s Agenda for Economic Reforms.’ He is Joint Executive Director at SDPI. Formerly he was Advisor UNDP & has worked with ADB, World Bank, & Pakistan’s Ministries of Finance, Planning & Commerce. He was a technical associate & member Pakistan government task forces including Advisory Panel of Economists (2008), Task force on Private Sector Development (2009), Planning Commission’s Working Group on Macroeconomic Framework for 10th Five-year Plan, & Working Group on Fiscal & Monetary Policy (2019).

He has published extensively in areas such as macroeconomic modeling, inclusive growth & infrastructure reforms, trade & taxation policies, regional trade agreements, trade in services, energy governance, border-related trade infrastructure, youth employment, women-led social enterprises, & social safety nets. His research specifically on South Asian economies focuses on: evaluation of Pakistan – Sri Lanka free trade agreement, non-tariff barriers, informal trade between India & Pakistan, trade in health services, trade & transit cooperation between Afghanistan & Pakistan, South Asian value chains, & intra-regional foreign direct investment in South Asia.

He is a visiting faculty member & researcher at the University of Le Havre, France, National University of Ireland, IMT Institute of Advanced Studies in Italy, Quaid-e-Azam University, Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, & Pakistan Institute of Trade & Development. Apart from Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Nepal, he has worked in Kenya & South Africa on evaluating food technology schemes, US (IMF Fellowship Programme), EU (Ireland, France, Germany and Italy) on welfare impacts of trade reforms, & Far East (Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia, Philippines) on assignments related to innovation policy & renewable energy.
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